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Thera Ethereum -  Sale Summary  
Product Category: Mintable Multi-Contract ERC-20 

Jurisdiction: Brasil 
Existing Product: Yes 
Theras to be minted and planted : +=750.000.000 
Total MaxCap: 1000000 
Each Thera is a Reforested Tree in 1-10 years after 
purchase , All extra investments go to focused 
disruptive technologies to expand science, culture 
and Economy in the Amazon. All TheraSeed 
technology will be used to further reforest Forests 
around the world. 



ABSTRACT 

Since the start of 2017, the Cryptocurrency total market cap is up nearly 800 

Percent.  In fact, some coins are rising so sharply they are astounding many in the 

community. One of the critical reasons for this dramatic rise in the number of new 

Cryptocurrencies entering the market is their ability to be structured as a 

crowdfunding opportunity for new projects.  While the number of new Initial Coin 

Offerings (ICOs) is not precisely known, what is known is that in the third quarter 

of 2017 Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs) raised more money than the entire venture 

capital market for the same period.  

Several factors have led to an increasing amount of uncertainty and fueled a lack 

of confidence in the traditional crowdfunding market. Thera Tokens being 

created in the Ethereum blockchain will give you transparency into what is being 

invested while it grows in value for future trade or token prizes. We Believe you 

the planter should have benefits, like visiting a replanted area in the future or 

using the tokens to exchange in the platform for little give aways, forest naming, 

program picking, exclusive products purchased with Theras, Thera exclusive 

medical options, etc…  

The Theras , which builds upon Thera Foundation, help raise funds to save the 

amazon, earth and its future projects. This currency is built on top of the 

Ethereum network, as we have found it to be the most established option for 

blockchain token seeding.  The Tree Offerings/foundings will serve as an 

exchange product in our e-commerce platform and will help promote 

connections and grow our sources of rare  unique products only found in this vast 

Forest. 



The Platform - Thera Foundation 

Thera Foundation intends to be the number one platform to help earth develop 

into a more stable planet.  The first step will be the full maintenance of the 

Amazon which will help stabilize a healthy environment for years to come. Thera 

tokens will also be used distributing resources between institutions and NGOs 

which have already partnered with this idea and who truly wish to help earth in all 

its four corners. 

Currently, we have lost roughly a size of 642.000km² or 247.876mi² in forest that's 

the size of the entire French Country. To retain climate change and spare human 

and animal life alike, we hope to generate the resources necessary to create a 

drone like army capable of replanting the forest fast, we hope to automize their 

commands and make these drones work over night plating, fertilizing and caring 

for these seedlings. 

Each investment will also benefit disruptive programs to seed in the Amazonian 

people the will to protect the forest and not destroy it. The northern people of 

Brazil have lost their connection to the Amazon and reeducation is necessary to 

reestablish their hearts and souls to their lands. Programs like Thera Tech, Thera 

Space, Thera Market, Thera Bio Tech, etc… Will produce other ways of disruptive 

economy and change their view of their natural resources, using the trees for 

economical growth will be more beneficial to them then destroying miles of 

forest for cropping. Their view of the Amazon must change to protect it for eons. 



Thera Products - 

All our Products come from the heart of the Amazon, the immense size of this 

forest is almost all untouched by men, yet the natives know its secrets, Thera 

Market Products involve the harmony between the spirit of these men who wish 

to save their land back, through dedicated contacts  our team has joined up with 

the Native Indian Foundations to bring to the public unique products only found 

among these tribes. To be more precise +33 Tribes, and more being connected 

into what this project holds. Each product is panted by Thera Lawyers team and 

given to the tribes, Thera Market then helps these products to evolve and bring 

them to international sales. Users will buy in Platform only through Theras.  

 

The oldest known Ceramic plates in the Americas was made by the Marajoara 

tribe or the precious Fashion articles by the Bare Tribe, these are just but some 

examples, seeing that the entire Amazon has to unite to bring new revenue to 

protect it, we have also selected a hand given patent like producers who produce 

natural creams, soups, lotions and much more. All our products have in a sense 

the spirit and essence to bring to our consumers the best nature can offer. 

Making our product the only truly super sustainable product in the world.  

 

These products will be available to sell and purchase through Thera as 

distribution and growth of project unrolls. 
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The Market overview 

Unilever reveals that a third of consumers (33%) are now choosing to buy from 
brands they believe are doing social or environmental good. In 2015, Nielson 
published its annual Global Corporate Sustainability Report. It indicated that, 
globally, 66% of consumers are willing to spend more on a product if it comes 
from a sustainable brand. Millennials gave an even more impressive showing, 
with 73% of surveyed millennials indicating a similar preference. The list of 
studies go on, THERA’s Products are not just your average sustainable product, 
they have a purpose and a meaning as the revenue generated goes to the 
reforestation of the Amazon and the creation of programs that generate a new 
humanity and a better civilized world . We have come up with the term super 
sustainable to mark our products, making them above the average in quality and 
demand. 

Crypto market in South America 
The Latin America is reaching another level of cryptocurrency 

The year 2017 really could go down in the annals as the year of cryptocurrency. 
Impressive levels of growth have been recorded throughout the crypto 
market. The total value of all the cryptocurrencies rose from 16 billion dollars at 
the beginning of the year to 175 billion in September and the main currency 
Bitcoin surpassed the mark of US$ 5.300 for the first time in October after it stood 
at US$ 800 in January. 

This growing market has resulted in several challenges for the “mother” of all the 
cryptocurrencies, the Bitcoin.  Increases in currency transactions have slowed 
down the network because waiting times for confirmations and costs increased. 
We then realized that the time was ripe for a new generation of cryptocurrency 
The THERA Token. 



 
The Wealth of the Amazon 

• The Amazon Rainforest covers over a billion acres, encompassing areas in 
Brazil, Venezuela, Colombia and the Eastern Andean region of Ecuador and 
Peru. If Amazonia were a country, it would be the ninth largest in the world. 

• The Amazon Rainforest has been described as the "Lungs of our Planet" 
because it provides the essential environmental world service of 
continuously recycling carbon dioxide into oxygen. More than 20 percent 
of the world oxygen is produced in the Amazon Rainforest. 

• More than half of the world's estimated 10 million species of plants, 
animals and insects live in the tropical rainforests. One-fifth of the world's 
fresh water is in the Amazon Basin. One hectare (2.47 acres) may contain 
over 750 types of trees and 1500 species our higher of plants. 

• At least 80% of the developed world's diet originated in the tropical 
rainforest. Its bountiful gifts to the world include fruits like avocados, 
coconuts, figs, oranges, lemons, grapefruit, bananas, guavas, pineapples, 
mangos and tomatoes; vegetables including corn, potatoes, rice, winter 
squash and yams; spices like black pepper, cayenne, chocolate, cinnamon, 
cloves, ginger, sugar cane, tumeric, coffee and vanilla and nuts including 
Brazil nuts and cashews. 

• At least 3000 fruits are found in the rainforests; of these only 200 are now in 
use in the Western World. The Indians of the rainforest use over 2,000. 

• Rainforest plants are rich in secondary metabolites, particularly alkaloids. 
Biochemists believe alkaloids protect plants from disease and insect 
attacks. Many alkaloids from higher plants have proven to be of medicinal 
value and benefit. 

• Currently, 121 prescription drugs currently sold worldwide come from 
plant-derived sources. And while 25% of Western pharmaceuticals are 

The Wealthiest place on earth, yet these 
men prefer to invest in easier things like 
cattle raising. We must empower them to 

produce instead of destroy.



derived from rainforest ingredients, less than 1% of these tropical trees and 
plants have been tested by scientists. 

• The U.S. National Cancer Institute has identified 3000 plants that are active 
against cancer cells. 70% of these plants are found in the rainforest. Twenty-
five percent of the active ingredients in today's cancer-fighting drugs come 
from organisms found only in the rainforest. 

• Vincristine, extracted from the rainforest plant,  periwinkle, is one of the 
world's most powerful anticancer drugs. It has dramatically increased the 
survival rate for acute childhood leukemia since its discovery. 

• In 1983, there were no U.S. pharmaceutical manufacturers involved in 
research programs to discover new drugs or cures from plants. Today, over 
100 pharmaceutical companies and several branches of the US 
government, including giants like Merck and The National Cancer Institute, 
are engaged in plant research projects for possible drugs and cures for 
viruses, infections, cancer, and even AIDS. 

Carl Sagan 

History is full of people who 
out of  fear or  ignorance or 
the lust for  power have 
destroyed treasures of 
immeasurable value which 
truly belong to all of us. We 
must not let it happen 
again



State of Deforestation 

People have been deforesting the tropics for hundreds of years for timber and 
farming, but now, nothing less than the physical transformation of the Earth is 
taking place. Every year about  18m hectares of forest  – an area the size of 
England and Wales – is disappearing. In just 40 years, possibly 1bn hectares, the 
equivalent of Europe, will be gone. Half the world’s rainforests have been razed in 
a century, and the  latest satellite analysis  shows that in the last 15 years new 
hotspots have emerged from Cambodia to Liberia.  
 
As fast as the trees go, the chance of slowing or reversing climate change 
becomes slimmer. Tropical deforestation causes carbon dioxide, the main 
greenhouse gas, to linger in the atmosphere and trap solar radiation. This raises 
temperatures and leads to climate change: deforestation in Latin America, Asia 
and Africa can affect rainfall and weather everywhere from the US Midwest, to 
Europe and China.  

The consensus of the world’s atmospheric scientists is that about 12% of all man-
made climate emissions – nearly as much as the world’s 1.2bn cars and lorries – 
now comes from deforestation, mostly in tropical areas. Conserving forests is 
critical; the carbon locked up in Democratic Republic of the Congo’s 150m 
hectares of forests are nearly three times the world’s global annual emissions and 
as the forests come down, the people who live in or around them and depend on 
them become impoverished. Without the forests, people migrate to cities, or 
move to richer countries in search of work. The world’s rainforests not only 
provide food, energy security, incomes and medicinal plants for  300 million 
people, but are home to the richest wildlife in the world. 

The loss of the forest already creates more 
effect then all 1.2 billion cars around the 

world and just in 2017 caused more then 107 
Billion dollars in expanses from hurricane 
and natural Disasters to the USA alone.



A SOCIAL ECONOMIC SOLUTION 
 

• Brazil being a third world country is one thing, the Amazon is in a totally 
different level of culture and education not found anywhere but here. 
People are really simple, humble and good hearted, most people are 
strong religious devotees with that being the main bases of their 
philosophy, the biggest problem is the lack of consciousness and 
education needed to make the most of their good intentions. For example, 
a man sales a bag of Guarana for the price of 3.50$ to the buyer in Italy, the 
man having knowledge in manufacturing sells the refined product for 3,500 
US dollars , Thera Foundation isn’t against this we believe in the fair trade 
market and the liberal ideas behind consumer and seller, but we know that 
the person who really needs this money is homeless with 4 kids to care in 
the middle of the jungle, to really replant the Rain forest we need to rework 
economical culture and liquid economy to help sell these products directly 
from the Amazon and stop the Amazon people from destroying their forest. 

• Amazon has the biggest riches in the world yet the entrepreneurship and 
determination of its people only fall back due to the lack of knowledge and 
wisdom needed to help engage these people to world market and change 
their lives. People from around the world sell Amazonian products yet the 
people who could be producing it barely have money to eat. As for 
example Açai, Curuma, art, Medicine, etc… Thus almost all the Amazon 
population through hunger end up destroying their land to raise life stock. 

• Thera Foundation will cache in through installed networks educational 
courses around 20+ cities. Giving them all the tools to develop in any area 
of excellence 

• By creating a new culture we hope to in the following years to have 
herbalists and scientists around these dense areas investigating new plants 
and developing new medicines, manufacturers producing high world class 
specialties, have natives who are losing their language put said tongue on 

Why reforest if these men in decades will 
destroy it again? For this reason we must 

develop the integrity of these societies and 
give them a true cultural change, one that 

protects the forest and not destroys it.



clouds and servers to preserve their culture.The possibilities are endless 
and the servers will be packed with information on everything. 

• To help generate value and make these people share and sale worldwide, 
THERA tokens will be implemented in these cities. The in trade currency will 
only benefit the people and their business. We can help give value to their 
product through international sales of all kind. 

• The main objective is to create a culture of knowledge and wisdom in these 
communities, not just because of one server with lessons and classes, but 
because the population will grow old and renew itself in eons to come with 
different perspectives of care, business, education and thinking, and in 
exchange these new men and women will defend it’s roots instead of 
destroying them. 

 

James Madison 

Knowledge will forever 
govern ignorance; and a 
people who mean to be 
their own governors 
must arm themselves 
with the power which 
knowledge gives.

We have lost the size of the entire France 
country and more, hand planting will take to 

long and in the long run man may get 
corrupt, drone technology is the answer to 

quick and rapid reforesting. 



Reforestation and Politics 
In at the Ground Level 

The Amazon is huge, its soil is hard to grow on, endless draughts and rain kill 
many newborn plants and when somebody destroys a tree it barely grows back. 
Our team has found a solution to this, by managing and automating Drones to 
seed the amazon with the right neutral based fertilizer, this way we can plant 10s 
of thousands of trees daily, if our math is correct we hope to replant the amazon 
in the following 10 years time. We must tackle this problem today and our team is 
investigating all drone manufacturers to develop or acquire this system, some 
already exist but the rain forest being harsh the way it is in weather and rain will 
make it difficult to assure that our investment and technology will hold up and 
see this thing through which is why all testing is necessary before full 
deployment. Trees seeded through Theras will be fully planted in 1-10 years time 
depending on purchase queue. 

To Reforest the amazon we will need to legally recover our terrains lost to the 
cattle industry and drive this culture elsewhere, out of the Amazon. Thus we will 
activate a team of lawyers to see what can be recovered legally, as for the terrains 
that can’t be retained in said form Thera Foundation will find different forms to 
transform and protect already occupied areas. 

We also see these cattle industries running to find help in malicious ways like 
political help and lobbies. We must be prepared for said attacks in the recovery 
of the world. After each Terrain has been legally recovered to the world, we then 
start the replanting phase. Even if all Thera Tokens are already planted we must 
continue this process of legal Regaining and Automatic plantation. 

As The Foundation legally recovers the areas of the Amazon for replantation, 
people who bought in the THERA Token will receive through e-mail or service of 
preference the information regarding these trees, like species, animals that will 
return to living on it, if fruit able or not, etc…  



All trees have been carefully selected, all species of trees depend on each other, 
some are deep root trees, others give a shadowy canopy to protect from 
equatorial sun light, a harmonious environment is needed to bring back life.  

These tree although planted through Thera seeding still belong to Earth, and for 
that reason Thera will retain it as to protect it. This is only for the maintenance of 
it, like a gardener who continues to protect your investment. By having an army of 
automized droned we hope to quickly recover terrain after terrain making this a 
viable option in a sense that these drones will be coded to work automatically 
and will plant and mark these plants as they plant in. 

THESE TREES CAN’T BE SOLD FOR CUTTING, LODGING OR ANY 
DESTRUCTIVE REASONS 

Drone Automation: 

Drone Automation will generate complete change in our environment not just for 
the cost of maintaining an automate but because they can reach hard to get 
places. These drones will be equipped with 3 main functions Seeding; Fertilizing 
and marking. 

After the Amazon has been replanted we will use this drone like army to replant 
Africa and the Eastern Tropics. Our true fight is against time, and technology will 
help benefit us immensely in this topic. 
 

John F. Kennedy 

Conformity is the 
jailer of freedom and 
the enemy of growth. 



 
Thera Suite and Seeding 

Planters can seed their Trees through different Thera 
Founding . Each Node is already carefully calculated to give 
user their Theras/Trees, pay all of the Taxes necessary in Brazil 
and still have an extra layer of investment for disruptive 
technological actions in the Amazon. Some Nodes will be 
paused on deployment to be unpaused as different cap levels 
are hit. 

• TheraAether - Theras acquired through this contract will not only reforest the 
Amazon, but will also be used to promote taxation and regulation of carbon 
dioxide for holders, the name according to ancient and medieval science, 
ether or ether and also called quintessence , is the material that fills the region 
of the universe above the Earth's sphere - the perfect name for initial carbon 
capture. 

• TheraSeed - All extra features go directly to the purchase of drones, such as 
patents and technology. The Manaus Free Trade Zone is a huge reduced 
industrial tax area in Brazil, located in the heart of the State of Amazonas, these 
drones will be built and tested in the Amazon generating jobs and industrial 
manufacturing instead of relying on expensive imports of drones, technicians 
will be prepared internally for eventual repair and maintenance. 

• TheraBioTech - Extra resources that come through this Thera Foundation will 
go to the development of medicines, oils, among other products that improve 
health and promote the search for full health worldwide. 

• TheraMarket - The creation of an international platform to transport exclusive 
goods will be a game changer, all extra foundations that come from this 
Founder Node Thera will be directed towards the creation of a market as an 



area for checking and transporting products between the user and the 
producer Amazonian. 

• TheraTech - To further disturb the Amazon, technological patents, creations 
and scientific advances will be acquired at the Foundation for further 
development. All Sciences discovered through other TheraFounding such as 
TheraBioTech, TheraSpace, TheraSeed, TheraRobotic etc. will be managed by 
this core technology area. 

• TheraEnergy - Reaching 0 energy points in the Amazon will increase global 
awareness ten times, the extra foundation through this node will directly 
create forms of sustainable energy in the Amazon, from using the river to 
recycling garbage and others, the perpetuation of these energies will directly 
influence people and all technologies and energy production will be paid for 
through Theras. 

• TheraSpace - The Amazon is considered the best rocket deployment area in 
the world due to the equatorial line that propels the rocket faster into the 
atmosphere than anywhere else in the world, each launch would save up to $ 
2 million dollars in future space fuel launches will be paid for and 
administered through Theras. 

Neil DeGrasse Tyson 

“For me, I am driven by 
two main philosophies: 
know more today about 
the world than I knew 
yesterday and lessen 
the suffering of others. 
You'd be surprised how 
far that gets you.”

NGOs around the world need to connect in 
one decentralized donation system, as we 

have found many NGOs that aren’t living up 
their claims, we need to organize to create a 

harmonious system together.



Thera Foundation For All 

Thera Foundation as a program is totally focused in giving a fighting chance to 
nature, and although its main objective is the Amazon forest the future lies in 
promoting protection in other endangered areas around the world. Replicating 
this reforestation program in Africa and the eastern tropics, we hope to effectively 
instruct these people and help them develop their communities and protect their 
wildlife and forests.  

We understand the necessity of global care and hope to partner with many 
NGOs that truly fight for the cause, by filtering and acknowledging our partners. 
Resources can be sent through the ethereum network to accelerate emergency 
help worldwide. Which means we can quickly act to acquire food and material to 
help people in a disaster. 

With a token working in the Ethereum network and the right partners we can 
quickly develop programs and send resources to different projects. THERA Token 
is and will always be a token that helps develop humanity. We believe strongly 
that through a full human development we can progress humanity and accelerate 
our total development as a species. 

  



THERA UNITY 

Theras' Blockchain based dapp, with all it’s beautiful futures to come in to 
realization soon, with it you can make direct purchases using our DAPP, all 
products registered in it have already been classified as exportable goods by our 
team and by the Brazilian government , the list of over 100+ products will be 
released to public for buying and selling using THERA Tokens, with the addition 
of over 2000+ over time. 

People when registering their information will be asked where they live, at this 
point the App pin points their location and shows people that live next to her, 
these users can then post on the app charity work needed to be done around 
their neighborhood, users can perform community work with fellow members 
next to them, as for instance painting the old basketball court or Cementing the 
street walk, generating true citizenship and human governance, to motivate these 
people the Dapp will give users the opportunity to trade Theras and also 
promote a level like status, which means the more you help the more tokens and 
levels you gain, after some time depending on your level your GPS point grows 
and you can start to unite communities next to you, this way we can teach 
leadership and help these people understand the powers behind unity in more 
socially healthy based future Dapps. 

The DAPP also has many other functions which are connected directly to the 
people and the Foundation, they can discuss and interact with certain NGO’s 
around the world through our app making it easier for people of the same mind 
set to work together, this community of developed men and women will through 
this app be informed of all news concerning our humanitarian progresses and 
the progress of all NGOs associated with us.  

To promote humanity even more, people will be given access to classes and 
videos for free in the platform that will also generate points into their THERA ID, 
children, Adults and Seniors will interact learning and growing together. And in 
the future employment can be handled through this ID’s. 



THERA TOKENs 

Thera Foundation will be issuing 7 different Thera Founding all with different end 
point wallets, when max cap is hit in the Thera Ethereum Contract their will have 
been minted a total of seven hundred and fifty million (750,000,000) Ethereum 
tokens, called (THERAs),These tokens create a new blockchain based Earth 
development ecosystem, this number is the equivalent of trees lost, thats roughly 
the size in M² of the French and Italian Country, this symbolizes What will be 
replanted by Thera and may be later traded in by the Owners of the Tokens. 

This token tokens will be offered in multiple nodes to allow participants to 
purchase tokens in different ways as well as contribute and support the further 
development of Thera Foundation. Starting on the lasting semester of  2020, 
participants will have the ability to contribute and receive THERA Tokens in 
exchange for sending their Ether to a designated address. Of all tokens 50% will 
be offered in multiple sales. 30% will be retained by the company, team, advisors, 
founders and future employees. Within these 30%…7% will be vested over a year. 
• 5% vests over 2 years. • 5% vests over 4 years. • Founders: 5% • Company 
development: 10% •Team, advisors, early backers: 3% • 10% will be retained for 
community and Dapp development.  

Thera Foundation will use these 
tokens to help grow an ecosystem 
on its blockchain by educating 
others, supporting node holders, 
bringing partners onto its platform, 
conducting pilots, and sponsoring 
industry leading events. This will vest 
over 4 years.  

Thera Tokens will also be used as the 
main currency between business and 
consumer, meaning you will be able 
to order rainforest speciality through 
our currency, imagine receiving the 
most exotic indigenous art in your 
house or a pound of the most refined guaraná in the world, medicine, herbs, etc. 
The market is really big and throughout the years we will personally help this 
currency expand into the decentralized currency of South America.  

3%

5%

15%

17%

10%

50%

Public planting Community/Dapp
Vests Founders/Company Dev
Team Early backpackers



THERA UNITY 
IN 

APP 
FUNCTIONS



THERA UNITY  - DAPP and future functions 

Social Network 2.0 

The future of social networking, we have seen that people are not using Social 
network to “Change” or “Act" as a society, more and more people stay at home in 
a reactive way just typing, we want people to move. THERA UNITY  will be this, a 
fully safe block chain social network, where interaction will happen with action. 
People will be motivated to help civilization. And we have developed clever ways 
to change their thinking. 

Social Mining 

Social proof of work is the concept. You can earn Thera tokens by doing good 
deeds and helping others out. You can earn more by organizing and 
spearheading events. This interconnection between people generates marketing 
and true proactive actions worldwide. As people of different knowledge can 
meet up to do charity, teach music to a school, plant trees in the neighborhood, 
paint an old basketball court, etc… And people in the system can verify it was 
done correctly. This way Thera Foundation ideally sees people entering a new era 
of social network, one that is not done through a computer but physically out 
doors, helping the whole society, for this we created the term social mining, 
People who do good acts can share among them Theras. 

Token reward community a Purposeful Network 

The power of status has been the main motivator of work among men for 
millenniums, with this platform it won't be different. A level like system which will 
incentive people to work hard on their neighborhoods, cities and countries, as 
the population has gotten to a point where governments and public care is 
almost unmanageable. These people working for the betterment of the world will 
also receive in decimals of Thera Tokens and points. This way we double the 
incentive, with partial currency and status quo. This is /can be disruptive to old 
fashion social networks which are losing market daily. 



Thera Education 

Theras' Platform is simple: socialize, charity and growth, by knowing each user 
through BlockChain technology we will generate the best media for each user, 
kids will receive videos involving their age, for example origin of dinosaurs or 
where does the rain come from, teenagers will be motivated to understand their 
psychological growth like bullying, puberty, sexuality, love, philosophy, 
psychology as for parents and adults who enter the platform they will be given 
knowledge in the newest technologies that involve their own work, a Baker will 
receive courses in MBA and baking, Economists will be enrolled in new 
technologies and markets, new parents courses in how to care for a kid, develop 
a family and manage the hard parts of a marriage. Users can exchange videos, 
comment and share with friends/family classes with others. 

Thera Democracy 

We hope people can in the future use Theras Platform as a way of truly voting for 
leaders, in a sense we want to have leaders who really work for society, men who 
live for men, people who live for people so in the app platform these men will 
have levels calculated in charity, hard work and other Proactive functions done. 
Creating a true pyramid of who is and who isn’t moving society. In a way Thera 
will be generating a hard to find quality, leadership. We want to benefit users with 
this power and teach them to take control of their lives. 

Product Development 

By Developing products in the Amazon we intentionally bring in new revenue to 
these far away producers, we intend to bring consciousness to these producers 
and engage them to hustle harder, and work harder for the benefits of all. Thera 
Foundation sees these men investigating their ancestors old recipes and giving 
to the world miraculous medicine or selling to your house the first ceramic pots 
ever developed by men found in the Amazon, maybe a totem or a cream, the list 
of products is truly great and some are already to be  listed in our Products page. 
With Thera token as their currency they will receive via Blockchain and our servers 
will be their to deliver their payment for in-trade products. 

The Provenance - Thera Tracker 

Thera already has many partners in business in the Amazon, but this is not 
enough we understand that we need to check all products before exporting 
these goods as they need to be world class products in our view. So we will also 



make a provenance of origin to where it was produced and made. Which Native 
Tribe or producer created them, and connect them to the world. 

The E-commerce Product Dapp - Thera products 

In the future THERA Foundation will allow our partners who meet certified 
standards to list products on the platform. We understand that sustainability is the 
right way for a new world and by having standards we hope to be the number 
one network between producers of these products worldwide. The online 
Commerce will be the platform to work on as these producers share our vision for 
a stable and new world. 

THERA Funds for All platform 

This will allow micro-campaigns that raise funds for future THERA sponsored 
initiatives, protection of an animal, cleansing of the sea, etc… We will organize 
NGOs to help them evolve each in there own platform. Some helping the sea, 
some helping the forest, some developing science, some achieving space 
discovery, etc… these certified NGOs will be displayed in Dapp and people may 
read in to each step they do as we grow this segment. 



THERA 
TOKEN PLAN



Ethereum Blockchain has been the go-to platform when developing new tokens 
and coins. Thera is powered by Ethereum technology, which features smart 
contracts that are decentralized, self-executing and work as agreements coded in 
the Blockchain. Ethereum Blockchain exceeds the capabilities of Bitcoin 
Blockchain to the point that most tokens of value are launched on the technology.  

The ERC20 standard for tokens ensures that the digital assets are much more 
interchangeable. Besides, THERA tokens and other tokens issued on the ERC20 
token standards are capable of working with Dapps(Decentralized Applications) 
while at the same time, adhering to the same standards for tokens. The Dapps 
can easily interface with other virtual currencies in the market even in instances 
where multiple tokens operate and behave in a similar way.  

The THERA token is built with compatibility in mind. It has achieved high levels 
of compatibility with other tokens and projects in the market. In addition to that, 
ERC20 token standardization allows Thera to be a natural fit in the cryptocurrency 
market. Moreover, Thera integrates voting rights in the platform which give you 
"the user" the voice in future matters concerning the project and the direction it 
should take, this not in contract like vote is briged through web3 and web2 key 
confirmation. The integration of ERC20 standardization and further update to the 
ERC-223 or best future to come ERC standard has eliminated the fear of common 
bugs.  

Before the ERC-20, each new cryptocurrency created its account balance 
verification system and initiated transfers. These methods included different 
functions and arguments that are not necessarily compatible with other systems. 
The ERC-20 streams have the same functions, with the same names, having the 
same arguments. They use a standard set of rules and guidelines that ensure that 
they work on most exchanges and platforms because such platforms can prepare 
given that all of its tokens fit a standard. Creating an ERC-20 compliant 
cryptocurrency in Ethereum implies that the token will have immediate 
interoperability in the Ethereum Blockchain.  

The THERA token is a fungible token, when buying one you reserve and plant a 
tree in the Amazon, this special and exclusive item is worth more then all the 
money in the world, it is your legacy as the holder, your charm to show your 
grandkids or to present to a loved one, to symbolize peace. 



The Token Sale 

Public Sale: 

This reforesting is for everyday people- i.e. non-accredited investors around the 
world, only everybody cooperating and planting will we have enough trees to turn 
the tides of destiny. Protecting the Amazon is a Global affair and doesn’t apply 
only to investors. Tokens will be used as means of transparency with PNPSA and 
Carbon Dioxide regulators. 

We will have multiple Trees Sale Nodes , and the pricing will be the same till 
sales finish as a measure to ensure tree reforestation and correct execution.  
 



Token Distribution: 

Description of Utility token: 
Tokens required to buy products = depends on products 

Note: Users must buy tokens to purchase products, rent space pad, consume renewable Thera 
Energy, import Niobium for disruptive constructions, etc… from Platforms. 

750,000,000 THERA TREE Token 

8% to TheraAether - 60.000.000 
7% to Thera Seed - 52.500.000 
7% to Thera Market - 52.500.000 
7% Thera BioTech - 52.500.000 
7% to TheraTech = 52.500.000 
7% Thera Energy = 52.500.000 
7% Thera Space = 52.500.000 

18% Platform Use - 135.000.000 
12% Future usage 90.000.000 
5% Team and Advisors - 37.500.000  
5% Founders - 37.500.000 
10% Reserve - 75.000.000 

Thera Tree Token Price 0.04 Ethereum 

 

  



Idea Conception (2016)

Development (2017-2018)

Partner connections (2018)

Start- up construction(2019)

First Public Tree Sale(2020)

Team signing(2020)

Technical - Dev(2020-
                               2021)

APP Launch
(2021)

 TIME- LINE DATES



2015 - 
Brainstorm Begins. 
Physical system in 

growth.

2017-19 - 
15+ cities already 

in grid, and 
connected with 

internet.

2020 - Offering 
for Thera Token 

Open

2020 - Public 
Launch.  Beta App 

funcionando.

2021 -Products 
sale start. 

2025 - 
Reforestations 

are being done on 
large scales 

daily .

2022 - 
Products grow 

and other Thera 
Founding are 

unpaused.

2030 - 
Amazon being 

reforested, Thera 
scales to Africa 

and Eastern 
Isles 2030 - Thera 

is Worldwide, 
distributing 

products and 
evolving.

TOTAL 
ROADMAP

2021 - 
Reforestation 
improve with 

drones. 



Distribution of Funds: 

In order to develop its strategy, expand its service and manage its day-to-day 
agenda, Thera Foundation incurs expenses related to sales, general operations, 
marketing and administration, corporate tax, Land Remarking and acquisition, 
Drone Maintenance, Law enforcement, Terrain analysis, Team payments, Forest 
Surveillance, etc… 

The funds raised during activities will be fully and completely used for the 
development of the platform as well as it’s associated applications. Depending 
on the volume of funds raised, a specific scheme for the allocation of the fund will 
be chosen.  

At the beginning, 4 important tasks need to be resolved. The first is to expand the 
team, as well as recruit skilled experts and employees and preparing a 
transparent structure and commercial activity plan for the company. The second 
is to be listed on token exchange platforms. The third is effective marketing 
strategy development and execution. The fourth is to develop strategic 
partnerships which will allow Thera Foundation to expand its reach by distributing 
more sustainable products from the Amazon. 

Platform Development 

25% will be used for development of the core, adoption of Blockchain 
technologies and smart contracts, creation of new products and services. Further, 
this describes the software technology and blockchain implementation for the 
suites of projects.  

Infrastructure Development 

20% of the funds will go to infrastructure development. This includes towers, 
drones, and physical equipment and hardware to setup our platforms. 

Marketing 

15% of total raised funds will be used to cover expenses for promoting the 
project and expanding the user base, promotion on new markets, international 
partnerships, visiting conferences and issue-related exhibitions. 

Operations 

15% will be used for payment for services, accountancy, operating and other 
expenses.  



Partnerships 

8% of the funds raised will be directed toward strategic partnerships and growth 
of our networks. This will include acquisition and hiring costs or certain key 
human resources.  

Product Distribution 

7% of the funds will be used for strategic product Chanel development efforts. 
These include future partnerships and distribution of products. In many cases, it 
will be more efficient to become stockiest of certain products in the future, as for 
the initial development we will focus on weekly and monthly products. 

Legal 

5% of the cost will go toward Legal costs, costs of incorporation and setting up 
satellite offices in certain regions. 

Reserve 

5% will be held as a reserve for unexpected expenses.  

Funds Usage Breakdown: 
25% Product Development 

20% Core and infrastructure development 

15% Marketing 
expense 

15% Services and 
operations  

8% Partnership and 
network growth 

7% Sales expense and 
sales development 

5% Legal expenses /
Incorporation/Office 

5% Reserve 

5%

5%

7%

8%

15%

15%

20%

25%

Product Development Infrastructure Marketing Operations
Partnership Sales Reserve Legal



Disclaimer and 
Frequently 

asked 
questions 



FAQ - Frequently Asked Questions 

What is Thera Foundation? 

Thera Foundation is a Blockchain Platform that aims to stabilize earth and bring 
into fruition a new generation of society with our 2 primary steps being the 
reforestation of the Amazon and the Generation of new Society that will be more 
in peace with earth.The already lost Amazon Rainforest today causes more harm 
than the 1.2 billion cars worldwide to our planet. When you purchase our token 
you are literally replanting trees and bringing in to birth exclusive platforms that 
will work on the new blockchain network now being born. The foundation has 
over 30 people already working on different areas of expertise attempting to 
make this program work not just on paper but on field, planting trees and 
creating a carbon market. 

Who Operates Thera Foundation? 

Thera Foundation is operated by different teams acknowledged in different areas 
of expertise, these men study the terrain, know the soil, fertilizers needed for 
each plant, eco system development, etc… We also have an Engineering team 
that works providing these far to get places with internet. There Is also a team 
already being built for product check and exportation in the Amazon.  

What are the AIMS of Thera Foundation? 

The construction of a new humanity as a whole, interconnected with the same 
objectives and missions. Working together for its greatness. 

Will there be a Public Thera Token sale? 

Thera Foundation will issue its tokens to all men and women alike, giving to 
humanity the chance to also participate in buying from a wide array of exotic 
products and using their tokens for an array of different Thera Suites. Thera 
Tokens are focused in the popularization of Block Chain technology and the 
power of change it will cause world wide, by opening it to all public, all can help 
reforest the Amazon. 

Are these a security token? 

No, the Thera token is a utility used to purchase products, rent space pads, buy 
niobium, etc…. , the THERA Token exchanges for the replanted in the Amazon. 
This suite of products evolve with the Foundation, as of now you can transfer 
Trees among friends 



Where is Thera Foundation incorporated and what Is the legal structure? 

Thera Foundation is incorporated in the Amazonas, Brasil. By DSSidi CNPJ n. 
39.791.014/0001-06 The Thera Code were produced by Trees for gaia a Sidi 
Corp. business n.  33.932.866/0001-90 

What types or products will Thera sell?  

All products sold are found in areas we act, art, herbs, tea, medicine, creams, etc.. 
The list is very long and our team has already checked over 100 products to 
exchange in the international market. User transfers to designated wallets Thera 
and receives their products at home. 

What are THERA Tokens? 

THERA Platform token, they can be acquired in our website Thera.foundation in 
exchange for Ether. With these tokens you can buy exclusive merchandise only 
found in platform, for now the tokens can be transferred among friends, the 
product line depend on multiple things, like distribution, transport, etc…. 

Where are Thera Code Available? 

As Soon as launched this paper will be updated with the codes. 

What method of payment is accepted? 

For now only in Ether. 

Why should I invest in THERA Tokens? 

With each passing second people are dying due to climate changes everywhere, 
and we understand that this change in the Amazon is one of the main causes, if 
you invest in our token you’ll be able to help save this planet for eons to come as 
well as exchange for exclusive products. Tokens will also be regulated to cleanse 
carbon taxes worldwide and on businesses. 

Is There a video about Thera.Foundation? 

Every video will be carefully orchestrated and presented in multiple channels to 
spring marketing and awareness. 

Where do I hold THERA Tokens? 

For now you can store your tokens in an Ethereum wallet it is ERC-20 compatible 
and therefore has perfect contact with multiple wallets. 

http://Thera.foundation


Regulatory and compliance 

Legal Climate: 

The Thera Foundation team is keenly aware of the regulatory environment of the 
current cryptocurrency movement. We did extensive research and determined 
the best way to proceed given current regulations in the Blockchain industry. The 
SEC views most tokens offered to be securities either by choice or incidentally 
naturally occurring to be one.  

A successful cryptocurrency project understands its duties to the cryptocurrency 
community, regulators and the investors alike. 



Disclaimer: 

PLEASE READ THIS DISCLAIMER SECTION CAREFULLY. IF YOU ARE IN 
ANY DOUBT AS TO THE ACTION YOU SHOULD TAKE, YOU SHOULD 
CONSULT YOUR LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX, OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL 
ADVISOR(S).  

The information set forth below may not be exhaustive and does not imply any 
elements of a contractual relationship. While we make every effort to ensure that 
any material in this Emerald Paper is accurate and up to date, such as products, 
services, technical architecture, token distribution, company timelines - such 
material could be subject to change without notice and in no way constitutes a 
binding agreement or the provision of professional advice.  

Thera Foundation does not guarantee, and accepts no legal liability whatsoever 
arising from or connected to, the accuracy, re-liability, currency, or completeness 
of any material contained in this Emerald Paper. Potential THERA Token holders 
should seek appropriate independent professional advice prior to relying on, or 
entering into any commitment or transaction based on, material published in this 
white paper, which material is purely published for reference purposes alone. 
THERA Tokens may be considered to constitute securities in the United States of 
America. This offering is not intended as a solicitation of funds from the general 
public in the United States of America or any other jurisdiction.  

This white paper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort 
and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for 
investment in securities to the general public in any jurisdiction. Thera 
Foundation does not provide any opinion on any advice to purchase, sell, or 
otherwise transact with Thera Tokens and the fact of presentation of this Emerald 
paper shall not form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any 
contract or in- vestment decision. No person is bound to enter into any contract 
or binding legal commitment in relation to the sale and purchase of Thera 
Tokens, and no cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be accepted on the 
basis of this Thera Emerald Paper.  



Technical Issues: 

Any buyer purchasing Thera Token products or services expressly acknowledges 
technical and market uncertainties which are inherent in any business 
development project as presented in this Emerald Paper (see below for risk 
factors) and that this project may therefore never come to fruition or may have to 
be abandoned, without the Thera Token being used. In such a case, the buyer 
expressly acknowledges and accepts that it will not be entitled to sue or bring 
any direct or indirect legal action before the courts, the arbitration bodies or 
bring any direct or indirect legal action before the courts, the arbitration bodies 
or any alternative dispute settlement body, either in Brazil or abroad, against 
Thera Token, Thera Foundation and/or its directors, shareholders, employees or 
subcontractors in the event of the non-performance, non-deployment or non-
implementation of the project, even in cases where its tokens have lost some or 
all of their value.  

In addition, Thera Token may not be held liable for any of the following:  

1. Use of services that are not compliant with the applicable terms  

2. Non-performance, failure, malfunction or unavailability of the services due 
to a third party, the buyer, a third-party product, or the buyer’s breach of its 
obligations;  

3. Indirect damages such as business loss or disturbance, loss of orders, 
operating loss, infringement of the trademark, loss of profits or clients (e.g. 
improper disclosure of confidential information concerning said clients due 
to failure or piracy of the Platform, third- party proceedings against the 
client, etc.);  

4. Loss, disclosure or unlawful or fraudulent use of user sign-ons by the 
buyers or third parties;  

5. Suspension of access or temporary or permanent suspension of services (in 
particular, arising from a request issued by an appropriate administrative or 
judicial authority, or notification received from a third party);  



6. Loss, alteration or destruction of all or part of the content (information, 
data, applications, files or other items) hosted on the infrastructure, insofar 
as Thera Token is not responsible for managing the continuity of buyers’ 
activities, and data backups in particular;  

7. Mismatch between the services and the buyer’s needs (in particular, with 
regard to the sensitivity of the relevant data);  

8. Security incidents relating to use of the Internet, concerning in particular 
the loss, alteration, destruction, disclosure or unauthorized access to the 
buyer’s data or details on or via the Internet; and  

9. Damages to systems, applications and other items installed by the buyer 
on the infrastructure. 

General Warning  

This Emerald Paper does not constitute an offer or an invitation to sell shares, 
securities or rights belonging to Thera Foundation or any related or associated 
company or foundation. None of the information or analyses in this Emerald 
Paper is intended to provide a basis for an investment decision, and no specific 
investment recommendation is made. Accordingly, this Emerald Paper does not 
constitute investment advice or an invitation to invest in any security or financial 
instrument of any nature whatsoever.  

This Emerald Paper does not constitute or form part of, and should not be 
construed as, an offer for a sale or subscription, or an invitation to buy or 
subscribe securities or financial instruments. This Emerald Paper, or any of its 
component parts, does not constitute the basis for, or should not be used as a 
basis for, or in connection with, a contract for the sale of securities or financial 
instruments or a commitment to sell securities or financial instruments of any 
kind.  

Thera Foundation and it’s associated institutions expressly disclaims any liability 
for any direct or indirect loss or damage of any kind arising directly or indirectly 
from: Any reliance on the information contained in this Emerald Paper;  



1. Any error, omission or inaccuracy in said information; or  

2. Any resulting action that may be brought  

A Thera Token token is not proof of ownership or a right of control or 
investment in supporting companies. 

Thera Foundation's token confer no direct or indirect right over Thera Token 
capital or income, nor does it confer any governance right within Thera 
Foundation. Control over a Thera Token token does not grant the controlling 
individual any asset or share in Thera Foundation or in the Platform. A Thera 
Token token does not grant any right to participate in control over Thera 
Foundation management or decision-making set-up, nor over the Platform. 

Recent regulatory actions  

As mentioned above, operations of the Platform and the Thera tokens may be 
impacted by future restrictive laws, regulations, opinions, decisions, injunctions, 
actions or investigations by national regulators and lawmakers.  

Warnings on the risks inherent to the Tree Sales  

Risk of loss of access to a TheraToken token due to loss of credentials  

Until it is distributed to the buyer, the said buyer’s Thera token may be linked to a 
Thera account. You can only access the Thera token account using the credentials 
selected by the buyer. The loss of these credentials will result in the loss of the 
Thera token token. Good practices advice buyers to store their credentials 
securely in one or more backup location that are geographically separated from 
the work location.  

Risks associated with the Ethereum Protocol  

Thera token and the Platform are based on the Ethereum protocol. Therefore, any 
malfunction, unplanned function or unexpected operation of the Ethereum 
protocol may cause the Platform or Thera token tokens to malfunction or operate 
in a way that is not expected. Ether, the native Ethereum Protocol account unit, 
may itself lose value in a similar way to Thera tokens token, and also in other 
ways. For more information on the Ethereum protocol, see http://
www.ethereum.org  



Risks associated with the buyer’s credentials  

Any third party that obtains access to the buyer’s credentials or private keys may 
be able to use the buyer’s Thera tokens. To minimize the risk, buyers must protect 
themselves against people gaining unauthorized access to their electronic 
devices.  

Legal risk and risk of adverse regulatory intervention in one or more 
jurisdictions  

Blockchain technologies have been reviewed by various regulatory bodies 
around the world, including within the European Union. 

The operation of the Platform and of the Thera token may be impacted by the 
passing of restrictive laws, the publication of restrictive or negative opinions, the 
issuing of injunctions by national regulators, the initiation of regulatory actions or 
investigations, including but not limited to restrictions on the use or ownership of 
digital tokens such as the Thera tokens, which may prevent or limit development 
of the Platform.  

Given the lack of crypto-currency qualifications in most countries, each buyer is 
strongly advised to carry out a legal and tax analysis concerning the purchase 
and ownership of Thera tokens token according to their nationality and place of 
residence.  

Risk of an alternative, unofficial Platform  

Following presales and development of the original version of the Platform, there 
is a possibility that alternative platforms may have been established using the 
same open-source code and open source protocol that underlies the Platform. 
The official Platform may find itself in competition with these alternatives, 
unofficial platforms based on Thera token tokens, which could potentially 
adversely impact the Platform and Thera token tokens.  

Risk of a lack of interest in the Platform or distributed loyalty  

There is a possibility that the Platform may not be used by a large number of 
companies, individuals and other organizations, and that there may be limited 
public interest in the creation and development of the Platform and usage of 
distributed loyalty. Such a lack of interest could impact on the development of 
the Platform and, therefore, on the uses or potential value of Thera token tokens.  



Risk that the Platform is not developed  

The main right associated with Thera token tokens is the right to receive rewards 
associated with specific actions on the Platform. The value of the Thera token 
tokens is therefore heavily correlated with the existence of such Platform, which 
has not yet been implemented. Thera Token tokens may lose part or all of their 
value if the Platform is never fully developed.  

Risk that the Platform, as developed, does not meet buyer 
expectations  

The Platform is currently under development and may undergo significant 
redesign prior to its launch. For a number of reasons, not all buyer expectations 
concerning the Platform or Thera token tokens’ form and function may be met on 
the launch date, including changes in design, implementation and execution of 
the Platform.  

Risk of theft and piracy  

Hackers or other malicious or criminal groups or organizations may attempt to 
interfere with the Platform or the availability or Thera token tokens in several ways 
including, but not limited to, denial of service attacks, Sybil attacks, mystification, 
surfing malware attacks, or consensus-based attacks.  

Risk of error in the Source Code  

The distribution of Thera token tokens to each purchaser may be by adversely 
affected by various human and technical errors in the source code of the Smart 
Contract or in the source code.  

  
Risk of security weaknesses in the Platform’s core infrastructure 
software  

The Platform’s core software is based on open source software. There is a risk that 
the Thera team, or other third parties, may intentionally or unintentionally 
introduce weaknesses or bugs into the core infrastructure elements of the 
Platform, by interfering with the use of, or causing loss of Thera Token  tokens.  



Risk of weakness or exploitable breakthrough in the field of 
cryptography  

Advances in cryptography or technical advances such as the development of 
quantum computers, may present risks for crypto-currencies and the Platform, 
which could result in the theft or loss of Thera token tokens.  

Risk of a mining attack  

As with other decentralized cryptographic tokens and crypto-currencies, the 
blockchain used for the Platform is vulnerable to mining attacks, including but not 
limited to, dual-expense attacks, powerful mining attacks, selfish mining attacks 
and critical competition attacks. Any successful attack poses a risk to the Platform, 
the expected performance and sequencing of Thera Foundation's markets, and 
the expected performance and sequencing of Ethereum contract calculations. 
Despite the best effort of the Thera team, the risk of known or new mining attacks 
exists.  

Risk of the Platform failing to be used or adopted  

While Thera token tokens should not be considered as an investment, their value 
is bound to change over time. This value may be limited if the Platform is not 
sufficiently used and adopted. In such a case, there could be few or no markets at 
the Platform launch, which would limit the value of Thera token tokens.  

Risk of a tight market for Thera Token  

There are currently no exchange or trading facilities on which Thera token tokens 
can be traded. If such exchange or trading facilities do develop, they will 
probably be relatively new and subject to poorly understood regulatory 
oversight. They may therefore be more vulnerable to fraud and default than the 
established and regulated exchanges that exist for other products. Should 
exchanges or trading facilities that represent a substantial part of the Thera token 
tokens trading volume be involved in fraud, security failures or other operational 
problems, the failures of such exchanges or trading facilities may limit the value 
or liquidity of Thera token tokens.  



Risk of uninsured loss  

Unlike bank accounts or accounts in other regulated financial institutions, funds 
held through Thera Foundation or the Ethereum Network are generally 
uninsured. At present, there are no public or private insurance agents providing 
buyers with coverage against a loss of Thera tokens or a loss of value.  

Risk of winding-up of the Company’s project  

For a number of reasons, including, but not limited to an unfavorable fluctuation 
in Bitcoin value, an unfavorable fluctuation in Thera tokens value, the failure of 
business relationships or competing intellectual property claims, the Thera 
Foundation project may no longer be a viable activity and may be dissolved or 
simply not launched.  

Risk of malfunction in the Platform  

The Platform may be impacted by an adverse malfunction including, but not 
limited to, a malfunction that results in the loss of Thera tokens or market 
information.  

Unforeseen risks  

Crypto currencies and cryptographic tokens are a new untested technology. In 
addition to the risks stipulated above, there are other risks that the Thera 
Foundation team cannot predict. Risks may also occur as unanticipated 
combinations or as changes.  

KYC (Know Your Customer) Procedure  

As part of the Know Your Customer procedure (KYC), anyone wishing to 
participate in market and suites will have to register their e-mails to keep updated 
on all usage, Thera tokens will have to provide Thera Foundation Foundation with 
the KYC documents and/or information requested at the dedicated website prior 
to purchasing Thera tokens. Due to blockchain decentralization we can’t 
guarantee users to complete this procedure, meaning its verified code is in 
etherscan and can be opened by any user with a Web3 connection and wallet 
connection making it possible to buy token tokens from the Thera Founding 
smart contracts.  



Applicable law and jurisdiction  

This Emerald Paper and any contractual relationship arising in relation with the 
products sold by Thera Token are governed exclusively by Brazilian law, Thera 
token commitment being subject to this clause.  

The Parties agree to seek an amicable settlement prior to bringing any legal 
action. Failing this, any dispute of any nature whatsoever, will be brought 
expressly before the courts, as no document can effect a novation or waiver of 
this jurisdiction clause. 


	Knowledge will forever govern ignorance; and a people who mean to be their own governors must arm themselves with the power which knowledge gives.

